
NEe Electronics (Europe) GmbH NEe 
j1PD7752C 

VOICE SYNTHESIZING LSI ADOPTING 

FORMANT PARAMETERS 

The I1PD7752 is an LSI for voice synthesis which employs formant data as accumulated parameters. With 5 filters 

corresponding to the first to fifth formants, vocal characteristics are reproduced to synthesize a voice of quality 

at a bit rate as low as 2 400 bps. The I1PD7752 ca n be connected easi ly to any bus system in the microcomputers 

of the 8080A fam ily. Through serial interfaces, the LSI can also be connected to various other microcomputers. 

The I1PD7752 operates with attractive low power consumption because of its CMOS structure. 

FEATURES 

• Voice synthesizing system with formant parameters. 

• 5 formants - Firs t to fifth 

• Bit rate variable between 5600 and 2400 bps . 

• 32K-bit ROM for voice data storage (voice generating time: approx. 13 seconds at 2400 bps) 

A maximum of 63 messages are se lectable. 

• External formant parameter ROM (optio n) 

• 9·bit D/A converter - a function provided to interface an external D/A converter. 

• 3 different voice synthesizing speeds. (SLOW, NORMAL and FAST are se lectable. ) 

• Frame cycle (10 ms or 20 ms) is selectable. 

• Bus-compatible with the 8080A, 8085A and 8048. 

• Serial interface for mode/Command input. 

• Clock oscillator ci rcu it. 

• CMOS structure . 

• +5 V sing le power supply. 

• 28 pin plast ic DIP. 
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FUNCTIONAL PIN DESCRIPTION OF I'PD7752 
(1) DBO ~ DB7 (Data Bus) - Three.state input/output 

These terminals constitute an eight-bit bidirectional data bus which allows the input of mode, command 

and formant parameter data to the I'PD7752, and the output of internal status information from the 

I'PD7752. 

(2) CS (Chip Select) - Ir,put 

When a low·level signal is applied to this input terminal, data transfer through the data bus is enabled . 

(This input terminal is independent of the voice output system.) 

(3) AD (Read) - Input 

When a low·level signal is applied to both CS terminal and AD terminal, the status information stored in 

the status register of the I'PD7752 is output to the data bus irrespective of the input specification by AO 

and A 1 terminals. 

(4) WR (Write) - Input 

When a low·level signal is applied to both CS terminal and WR terminal, the mode, command, or formant 

parameter data on the data bus is input to the I'PD7752 as specified by AO and A 1 terminals. 

(5) AO and A1 - Input 

These input signals are used in conjunction with WR signal to identify the input data on the bus as a mode, 

command, or formant parameter. The operations of the I'PD7752 specified by CS, RD, WR, AO and A1 

terminals are as follows: 

CS RD WR AO A1 Operation 

1 X X X X No operation 

0 0 1 X X Status read 

0 1 0 0 0 Formant parameter write 

0 1 0 0 1 Mode write 

0 1 0 1 0 Prohibited 

0 1 0 1 1 Command write X : Don't care. 

AO terminal is also used for selection between mode and command when a mode or command data is to be 

serially input through SI terminal. 

16) SI (Serial Input) - Input 

This terminal is used to serially input a mode or command data. A mode or command selection is specified 

by AO terminal. 

17) SCK ISerial Clock) - Input 

This te rminal is used to input the transfer clock for the SI (Serial Input) signal. 

When using the I'PD7752 in parallel input mode, fix this terminal at High level. Fig . 1 shows the serial input 

timing for data transfer to the I'PD7752 . 

SI :=>< 07 IMSB) X 06 X,-_D..:.I~X DO ILSB) 

On (n '" 0 ..... 7J : Input Data 

Fig. 1 Serial Input Timing 
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(8) BUSY (Busy) - Output 

This output terminal is used to indicate wheth er or not a voice synthesizing operation is being performed 

by the I'PD7752 . 

Thi s te rminal outputs a high-level signal when the I1PD7752 accepts a voice generating instruction (to write 

an internal or external message se lect command ) from an external device . 

A low-level signal is output from this terminal under any of the following conditions 

o When a voice synthesiz ing process has been completed. 

o When an error occurs during a voice generation using the formant parameters stored in an external ROM . 

o When the STOP command is input from an ex ternal device during a voice generation. 

Th e voltage level at this terminal remains unchanged even when a new voice generating instruction is applied 

with th e terminal at High leve l. 

(9) REO (Request) - Output 

This terminal outputs a high·leve l signal when the IlPD7752 req uests a formant parameter in the voice 

generation using an external formant parameter ROM . A low·level signal is output from this terminal when 

a formant parameter from the ex ternal ROM has bee n written according to the REQ signal. When the 

IiPD7752 requires an additional formant parameter, the terminal outputs a high·level sign al again . 

The REO terminal outputs a low·level signa l, following the low-level signal output from th e BUSY 

termin al (namely, when an error occurs in the transfer of a formant parameter or when the stop command 

is accep ted by the I'PD7752). A low· level signal, however, is output when a voice generation is performed 

using the formant parameters stored in the internal ROM . 

(10) AVO(Analog Voice Output) - Output 

Th is terminal is used to output a voice signal converted into an analog leve l by the 9-bit D/A converter. 

Because of the current output type, thi s terminal requires an ex ternal load res istor. 

(11) GNDA (Ground for Analog Signal) 

Ground potential for the AVO(Analog Vo ice Output). 

(12) DVO (Digital Voice Output) - Output 

This terminal is used to serially output formant parameter as a 16-bit digital data starting from its LSB. 

Seria l data output format: 

MSB LSB 

x X X ----- X 0 0 
'----y--' 

14 bits 

I2"S COMP LIM ENTI 

X : May be 1 or O. 

Of the 16 bit , 14 bits from MSB are effective as the formant parameter and the remaining 2 bits (from 

LSB) are dummy outputs (OJ. 

(13) VCK (Vo ice Clock) - Output 

4 

This termina l is used to output a clock for synchronizing the DVO (Digital Voice Output) signal. 

Fo r a DVO output, this terminal outputs 16 clock pulses. 
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(14) VSTB (Voice Output Stro~e) 

This terminal is used to output a strobe indicating that the serial data have been output from the DVO 

in the required 16 bits. The seria l data output timing is shown in Fig. 2. 

VCK 

DVO 15IMSB) 

Fig. 2 Serial Data Output Timing 

(15) X1,X2 

These terminals are used to connect a 3.6 MHz crystal (a 3.579545 MHz crystal may be employed) or 

ceramic oscillator for c lock oscillation . The Xl line is used to input an externa lly supplied clock . 

(16) RESET (Reset) - Input 

This terminal is used to input an act ive high signal for system reset. 

(17) TEST (Test) - Input 

This input terminal is used for the LSI testing and is normally tied to the GND. 

(18) Vee 

+5 V power supply for the LSI. 

(19) GND 

Ground potential for the LSI. 
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BASIC OPERATION OF JlPD7752 

As flowcharted in Fig. 3, the basic operations of the JlPD7752 are broadly divided into the following three 

categories: 

Fig. 3 Operating Procedure 
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Voice Mes~ge Syn thesizing: 

When the internal ROM is se lec ted, data 
transfer is automatically performed inter
nally. 



(1) Mode selection 

This operation is to select a vbice synthesizing speed and an analytic frame eyele. 

The format of the mode data for the /lPD7752 is shown in Fig . 4. 

,uPD7752C 

With this operation, one of the three voice synthesizing speeds (Normal speed and two speeds at ± 20 % of 

Normal), and either of the two frame cycles are selectable. 

MSB 

o 

4 

o o o 

F: Analytic Frame Bits 

F = 0 10 ms/frame 

F = 1 20 ms/frame 

o 

S 1, SO : Synthesizing Speed Bits 

51 "" 0, SO "" 0 : Normal Speed 

51 ;; 0, SO = 1 : Slow Speed 

51 ~ 1.50 ~ 0: Fast5peed 

51 ~ 1 . 50 ~ 1: Disabled 

Fig.4 Mode Data 

LSB 

51 50 

(a) Upon input of the RESET signal, the JlPD7752 is set in the mode for Normal Speed (Sl = 0, SO = 0), 

and 10 ms/frame (F = 0). 

(b) The JlPD7752 operates in the previously set mode until a new mode data is written into the /lPD7752 . 

(c) When a new mode data is set after a command input, the newly set mode becomes effective upon input 

of the next command. 

Mode data input procedures 

A mode data can be written into the /lPD7752 parallelly through DBO-DB7 terminals or serially through SI 

terminal. 

1) Parallel input method 

The mode can be specified by setting an B·bit mode data on DBO- DB7 terminals, turning the voltage 

levels at AO and A1 terminals to low and high, respectively and by applying a signal to WR terminal . 

For this setting, however, SCK terminal must be fixed at High level. 

2) Serial input method 

Serial data can be input to the /lPD7752 by applying serial clock pulse to SI and SCK terminals with the 

voltage levels at AO, A 1 and CS terminals set at low, high and low, respectively . (B·bit serial data is input 

one by one starting from its MSB .) For this setting, however, WR and RD terminals must be fixed 

at high level. 

For mode and command data input, either of the serial and parallel input methods descrived above 

must be used throughout . If the serial input method is used for a mode data input , the same method 

should be used for a command data input as well. 

7 
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(2) Command Input 
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In this operation , the control data (i.e., command) for a message to be voiced is entered. 

(a) Type of command 

The following three types of control data are used. 

1) Internal Message Select Command 

This command instructs the J1 PD7752 to execute a voice generation using the messages stored in the 

internal ROM . 

2) Stop Command 

This command instructs thepPD7752 to stop t~e voice message being generated. 

3) Externa l Message Select Command 

This command instructs the J,lPD7752 to execute a voice generat ion using the formant parameters 

stored in the external ROM. 

(b) Command data input procedures 

A command data can be input to the /lPD7752 parallelly through DBO- DB7 termina ls from or serially 

through SI terminal. 

1) Parallel input method 

Observe the same procedure as in the mode selection , except that both AO and A 1 terminals must be 

set at high level. 

2) Serial input method 

Observe the same procedure as in the mode selection except that AD terminals must be set at high 

level. 

(el Description of each command 

1) Internal Message Select Command 

Fig. 5 shows the data format of this command. 

MSB 

o o 

3 

lSB 

o 

P5 - Po : Message select bits 

Fig.5 Internal Message Se lect Command 

P5 P4 P3 P2 PI PO 

0 0 0 0 0 

:l 63 messages 

} Prohibited 

Upon writing an internal message select command into the J1 PD7752 a message specified by the 

message select bits is automatically voiced. If another internal message select command is written 

into the /lPD7752 during a voice generation, the /lPD7752 immediate ly voices an internally specified 

message according to the new ly given command. 
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2) Stop Command 

When this command is-input, the voice generation being executed is discontinued immediately. 

Fig.6 shows the data format of this command. 

MSB 

6 

Fig. 6 Stop Command 

LSB 

o 

Upon writing the stop command into the /lPD7752, the contents of the status register (refer to 

paragraph (3) below) are all set to zeros . 

However, the set mode remains unchanged. 

3) External Message Select Command 

MSB 

6 3 

Fig . 7 External Message Select Command 

LSB 

o 

o 

This command instructs the I1PD7752 to generate a voice using the formant parameters stored in the 

external ROM. After this command is written into the /lPD7752, formant parameters stored in the 

external ROM must be input by the processor to the /lPD7752 in units of 1 byte through DBO-DB7 

terminals according to the REO signal output from the/lPD7752. 

9 
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< Data transfer> 

(a) Formant parameter 

The formant parameters used for voice generation according to the Internal or External Message 

Select Command are stored in the internal ROM of the IlPD7752 or external ROM in the data 

format as shown in Fig. 8. 

bit 
6 5 4 3 2 0 

TIME I - Nil 2 1 ~ Iv 1 ~ I uv 

II bl 

12 b2 

13 b3 
A 

Parameters 

14 b4 for one tram 

15 b5 

amp IFV p ® 

Nt bytes 

amp IFV p 

~ amp IFV p 

TIME I - N21 ~, I S I v 
~ I uv 

II bl Parameters for one frame 
N2+6 bytes 

1 amp IFV I p IJ 
amp IFVI 

TIME 1- 01 1 21 S 1 v ~ I UV 
- STOP command data 

Fig. 8 Formant Parameter 

TIME: Tim e data It indicates the number of frames by which data fn and bn (n=1-5) are to be 

applied repeatedly . 

QMAG: Quantized magnification data 

S.I.: Selective interpolation data 

V /UV: Voicing/Unvoicing data 

tn : Formant frequency 

bn: Formant band width (resonance strength) 

amp: Voice source amplitude 

FV: Fricative Voice data 

p : Pitch 

For detailed description of each parameter. re fer to theJ.lPD7752 Users Manual. 
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(bl Method to transfer formant parameters 

In executing the transfer of formant parameters according to the REO signal after an External 

Message Select Command has been written into the IlP07752, pay attention to the following 

matters. 
11 Transfer formant parameters according to the REO signal. The transfer of a parameter can only 

be accomplished when the REO signal is at high level. 

In Figs. 9 and 10, the timing of the REO signal is shown. 

21 Transfer an 8·bit formant parameter parallelly through 080- 0B7 terminals. (Serial transfer 

cannot be effected. I 

To transfer formant parameters parallelly, be sure to set the voltage level at AD, AI, and CS 
terminals to low and apply WR signal. 

31 Formant parameters (the first 7 bytesl immediately after the output of an External Message 

Select Command must be transferred within 2.0 ms (within 2.5 ms at Normal Speed, and 3.0 

ms at Slow Speed I after the output of the REO signal. 

41 For transfer of subsequent formant parameters per Jrame (see Table 11. be sure to transfer 7 

bytes (shown by ® in Fig. 8 when the REO signal is output 7 timesl or 1 byte (shown by ® 
in Fig . 8 when the REO signal is output only one time I of formant parameter sequentially 

within 3/4 frame. 
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T IME. QMAG TIME.OMAG T IME.OMAG 
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BUSY -----.r----

REO 

2.0 ms max. 

The first formant parameter 
17 bytes) with TIME .. 1 

3/4 frame max. 

3/4 frame max. 
• with T IME=3 

3/4 frame 
rna>:, 

At the normal vowel part in natural voice,changes in the formant data (frequency: fn, band width: bnJ are relat ively moderate. Therefore, t he 

,uPD7752 employs TIME data in order to repeatedly use the same voice synthesizing data at the part where changes in voice characteristics are 
not significant. In other words, TIME is the data which indicates the number of times tn and bn are repeatedly used in the voice synthesizing 
data (i .e .• number of frames). 

With TIME = 3, the 7 bytes shown by ® in Fig. 8 are used in the first frame. and amp (amplitude). FV (fricat ive voice) and p (pitch) only are 
changed in the next frames. 

Fig. 9 REQ Timing (At Start of Voice Generation) 
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TIME' , 
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Table 1 Formant Parameter Transfer Time 

~ frame 10 20 

Speed 

Unit: ms 

SLOW 9.0 18 

NORMAL 7.5 15 

FAST 6.0 12 

If the transfer of formant parameters is not effected in accordance with the above procedure, the 

fJPD7752 processes it as an error. 

(c) Method to terminate formant parameter transfer 

The fJPD7752 reads and decodes the TIME = 0 data written into the 2-port RAM from an external 

device, and then terminates the voice generating operation . The fJPD7752 reads the TIME data 

only after the 2-port RAM has been filled with a formant parameter of 6 bytes written subsequent 

to the TIME data write into the 2-port RAM. 

Therefore, to terminates the transfer of formant parameter, it is necessary to write 6 dummy 

formant parameters in sequence after the TIME = 0 data has been written into the 2-port RAM . 

If the dummy parameters are not written within 3/4 frame after the TIME data write, the voice 

generating processing is discontinued after the ERR flag in the status register has become "''' . 

-----v-

XiX 
amp. FV. p 

T~MA~ Dummy formant 
5 .1, viuv parameter 

BUSY 

REO 

3/4 frame max. - - ---j 

With TIME = 0 

Fig. 10 REO Timing (End of Voice Generation) 
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(3) Status Register 

14 

The status register which indicates the internal status of the I'PD7752 is shown in Fig. 11. 

The contents of this register can be read externa lly at any time through DBO - DB7 terminals. After the 

RESET signal input, the contents of the status register are all reset to zeros . 

MSB 

6 

BSY REO liNT/EXT I ERR o o o 

Fig. 11 Status Register 

(a) BSY: This bit indicates whether or not the I'PD7752 is under voice synthesizing. 

Voice synthesizing is in process: 

Voice synthesizing is stopped: 0 

LSB 
o 

o 

(b) REO: This bit indicates that thel'PD7752 is requesting to input a formant parameter after an External 

Message Select Command has been written. 

Input of a formant parameter is requested: 

Input of a formant parameter is disabled: 0 

If an Internal Message Select Command is written, this flag bit becomes O. 

(c) INT/EXT: This bit indicates whether a message has been selected from the internal ROM or externa l 

ROM . 

A message stored in the internal ROM is selected: 0 

A message stored in the ex ternal ROM is selected: 1 

(d) ERR : This bit indicates whether or not the transfer of a formant parameter from the externa l ROM to 

the l'PD7752 has been completed properly. 

Transferred with an error: 

Transferred without error: 0 

1) The EAR flag bit becomes 1 in the following cases. 

o When a formant parameter has not been written into the pPD7752 within a specified period of 

time with the A EO signal being output. 

o When a formant parameter has been written into the I'PD7752 without the AEO signal being 

output. 

2) The EAA flag bit becomes 0 in the following cases. 

o When the A ESET signal is input to the I'PD7752 . 

a When a new command is written into the ,uPD7752. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATlNGS* 

Operating Temperature ... .. ........ 0 °c to +70 °c 

Storage Temperature ... .... .. . .. _65°C to +150 °c 

Voltage on Any Pin . ... . . . .. . VCC-O.3 V to VCC+O .3 V 

Supply Voltage . .... . ...... . .. VSS-O .3 to +10 V 

COMMENT: Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage 

to the device . This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other 

conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure 

to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability . 

• T a = 25°C 

DC CHARACTERISTICS 
(Ta=O to +70 °C,Vcc=+ 5V ±10%, Vss=OV) 

CHARACTER ISTIC SYMBOL MIN. TYP. MAX. UNIT TEST CONDITION 

Input Low Voltage VIL -0.3 0.8 V 

Input High Voltage 

(All Except XTAL1 , XTAL2) VIH 2.2 Vee V 
RESET, TEST 

Input High Voltage 

(XTAL1, XTAL2, RESET,) VIH1 Vee-1 Vee V 
TEST 

Output Low Voltage VOL 0.45 V IOL=2.0 mA 

Output High Voltage VOH 2.4 V IOW-400p.A 

Output High Voltage VOH1 Vee -O.5 V IOW-O·2p.A 

Input Leakage Current IlL ±10 p.A Vss:::;VIN:::;Vee 

Output Leakage Current 
IOL p.A (Bus·High Impedance State) ±10 Vss :::;VO:::;Vee 

Total Supply Current ICC 5 10 mA tCy=275 ns 
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D/A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 
(Ta=0-+70 DC, Vcc=+5 V ±10 %, VSS=O V) 

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL MIN. 

MAX. Output Current IDA O.B 

MAX. Output Voltage VDA O.B 

Sampling Frequency IS 9.5 

D/A CONVERTER TEST CIRCUIT 

Vee 

MAX. 

4 

4 

10.5 

~ 
~ 

UNIT TEST CONDITION 

mA RL = lkf! 

V RL = lkf! 

k Hz 

AC CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-+70 DC, Vcc=+5 V ± 10 %, Vss=O V) 

CLOCK TIMING 

CHARACTE R ISTIC SYMBOL MIN. MAX. UNIT TEST CONDITION 

Xl Input Cycle Time tCY 275 ns 

Xl Input Low Leve l Width tCL 120 ns 

X 1 Input High Level Width tCH 120 ns 

READ/WRITE OPERATION 

CHARACTE R ISTIC SYM BOL MIN. MAX. UNIT TEST CO NDITION 
_ . 

Address Setup Time tAW 0 ns 

---;;;;;dress Hold Time tWA 0 ns 

Data Se tup Time tow 150 ns 

Data Hold Time two 0 ns 

WR Pulse Width tww 250 ns 

BUSY Delay tWB 600 ns CL =150 pF, tCy=2BO ns 

REO Delay tWRO 600 ns CL =150 pF, tCy=280 ns 

Address Setup Time tAR 0 ns 

Add ress Ho ld Time tRA 0 ns 

RD Pulse Width tRR 250 ns 

Data Delay tRD 170 ns C L =150 pF, tCy=280 ns 

Data Floating tDF 120 ns C L =150 pF, tCy=280 ns 
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SERIAL OPERATION 

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL 

SCK Cycle Time tCYK 

SCK Low Level Width tCLK 

SCK High Leve l Width tCHK 

SI Setup Time tSIK 

SI Hold Time tKSI 

VCK Cycle Time tCYC 

VCK Low Level Width tCLC 

VCK High Level Width tCHC 

DVO Delay tSD 

VSTB Delay tSTB 

VSTB Pulse Width tss 

AC Signal waveform 

2.4----'""X 

------' ::: > 0.45 

MIN. MAX. 

800 

350 

350 

140 

260 

1500 

500 

1000 

180 

900 

500 

MEASUR ING 
PO INTS 

tlPD7752C 

UNIT TEST CONDITION 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns CL =150 pF. tCy=280 ns 

ns CL=150 pF. tCy=280 ns 

ns CL =150 pF. tCy=280 ns 

ns CL =150 pF . tCy=280 ns 

ns CL =150 pF. tCy=280 ns 

ns CL =150 pF . tCy=280 ns 

< ::: X'-___ _ 
Output Timing is measured with VO H=2.D V and VO L "'0.8 V. 

CAPACITANCE (Ta=25 °c, Vcc=GND=O V) 

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL MIN. MAX . UNIT TEST CONDITION 

Input Capacitance CI 10 pF Ie = 1 MHz 
Output Capacitance Co 20 pF Unmeasured Pins returned 

I/ O Capacitance CI/O 20 pF toGND. 
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CLOCK TIMING 

WRITE OPERATION 

CS.AO.Al ') 

DBO_7 ) 

~tAW I 

~. 

I 

BUSY 

RED 

READ OPERATION 

tAR 

DBO_7 ----------- --

18 

tWA - f--

I--tDW~ 
~D -

tww~ 

- twB f--

k= 
- tWRD I--

f\--

tRA 
Ir---
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SERIAL OPERATION 

L 
AO 

'CYK twA-
II---'CHK-II---'CLK-

- 'KSI -
'SIK 

SI 

I - 'WB r-
'BUSY x. 

- 'WAO 

'REO 

• BUSY and REO signal is changed after LSB of COMMAND is supplied. 

'CYC 

f------- 'c LC -----1 I--- 'c HC-------1 

VCK 

f-- 'SD-

DVO 

-'STB ____ ;T:-~ 
VSTB ~ 
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PACKAGE DIMENSIONS (Unit: mm) 

R 1.5 

14 

15.24 

2.54 
JL 
0.5t O.l 0-15° 

33.02 
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